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HydroTelTM  
Version 5.2019.1 Release Notes 

 
NOTE: iBETS refers to the Bug/Enhancement Tracking System available at http://data.hyquestsolutions.co.nz/iBETS  Case details can 
be viewed, comments added and new cases raised by registered iBETS users.  If you would like to become a registered iBETS user 
please email support@hyquestsolutions.co.nz 
 

 
 
Version 5.2019.1 – 22nd Mar 2019 
 

General Comments 

 
This release includes new features and bug fixes since the V5.2018.4 release.  Enhancements include: 

 Optimised samples processing in the server, improving throughput. 

 Added support for the expanded features of the iRIS Under Cover and iRIS 270 dataloggers.  

 Improved management of logger programs, including a centralized, self-contained check for updated logger 
firmware/software. 

 
Significant upgrades to the development tool suite and the integrated third-party component libraries, such as charting and 
reporting have been done.  Enhancements include: 

 Built in full native SQL Server® support up to SQL Server® 2017. 

 Default support for HTML5 charset in the WebServer component. 
 
These release notes also include some iBETS cases resolved in earlier releases, but overlooked for closure. 
 
 

Client  

New Features/Enhancements  

 Add support for iRIS 270 and iRIS Under Cover new firmware check to Logger Programs form. iBETS 2295 

 Editing support for multiple samples. Also 'send to quarantine' as an alternative option to permanent deletion of 
samples. iBETS 2111 

 Improved options when resubmitting samples to quarantine. iBETS 706 

 
Bug Fixes  

 Point statistics lines - text label shows as a solid black rectangle and may overwrite the x-axis. iBETS 2260 

 Clone site function not fully completing. iBETS 2248 

 Site selection dropdown in Object Configuration does not work. iBETS 1290 and iBETS 2293 

 Critical error when adding an object to a new site. iBETS 2283 

 Exception or client lockup when invoking the point config form via the object config form. iBETS 2267 

Important Note:  Upgrading from HydroTel™ Version 5.2018.4 
 

If you are upgrading from a HydroTel™ version prior to the most recent previous release, you must 
incrementally upgrade the database with each of the skipped versions. This can be done by either sequentially 
running the upgrade installers on the HydroTel™ server machine or else executing each version’s upgrade 
SQL script.  The HydroTel™ release upgrade script requires a database that is compliant with the immediately 
previous version.   
 
IMPORTANT NOTE: The V5.2019.1 database upgrade script recreates a core table (SampleBuf) to ensure full 
compliance with SQL Server 2016+ timestamping. To avoid any potential loss of unprocessed samples from 
comms and transfer agents, the HydroTel™ Server service should be the very last component stopped before 
applying the upgrade.  It is recommended this SQL query is executed and the upgrade script not be applied 
until it returns a count of zero records:  SELECT COUNT(*) FROM dbo.SampleBuf 
 
Please contact HyQuest Solutions for assistance and installers / scripts before upgrading out-of-date systems. 

http://data.hyquestsolutions.co.nz/iBETS
mailto:support@hyquestsolutions.co.nz
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 Users config form. The Web Default Group combobox selection is not accepted. iBETS 2278 

 Cannot delete a site that has one or more entries in the SiteExports table. iBETS 2297 

 WUDMS Config form - changes do not save. iBETS 2188 

 Custom plug-in form. Grid is not editable. iBETS 2298 

 Adding a new action will clear the modifier field of an existing action of the same type. iBETS 2275 

 Quarantining samples using the Samples Editor just deletes the samples. iBETS 2272 

 Samples quarantine - optional time offset does not seem to be applied to resubmitted samples. iBETS 2269 

 Attributes form did not correctly control the dataset edit mode. iBETS 1966 

 Rogue traces appearing on start-up - appears to be a favourite being triggered when client not ready. iBETS 1939 

 Help file.  Check all F1 linking. E.g. the Points and Objects topics are empty (when invoked from their config forms). 
iBETS 850 

 iRIS 270 configuration files cannot be exchanged with iLink 2012. iBETS 2296 

 Lost catchment label display functionality. iBETS 397 

 Check all exception dialogs/logging include the actual exception message. iBETS 59 

 Data with very small values does not display correctly. iBETS 493 
 

Server 

New Features/Enhancements  

 Change insertion method for samples into SampleBuf or Samples tables from hard coded SQL queries to 
centralised stored procedure calls. iBETS 2294 

 
Bug Fixes  

 SQL Server 2016+ - Issue with processing sample datetimes with certain odd millisecond values. iBETS 2028 
 

Comms Agents 
Bug Fixes  

 Upgrading iCE3 FX software remotely may allow attempted activation even if the file image set is not fully validated. 
iBETS 2271 

 FX loggers: A few unloaded samples may be assigned a timestamp a year in the future if the logger has just 
commenced a new year. iBETS 2270 

 

SMS / HTTPSMS Agents 
New Features/Enhancements   

 Request an SMS agent restart rather than halting should the modem become unresponsive and a manual 
intervention of the agent is required. iBETS 2282 

 
Bug Fixes  

 Include the GDSP SMS portal socket connector in validation checking. iBETS 1988 
 

Utilities 
New Features/Enhancements  

 Change registered components source to SystemSettings table to ensure all installed components on other 
machines are included in the catalogue. iBETS 2285 

 

Database 
New Features/Enhancements  

 Change insertion method for samples into SampleBuf or Samples tables from hard coded SQL queries to 
centralised stored procedure calls. iBETS 2294 

 

CGI WebServer 
New Features/Enhancements  

 Default support for HTML 5 UTF-8 charset.  iBETS 2303 
 


